BUCHAREST OR BUST
1st - 4th MAY 2015
YOUR CHALLENGE:
Drive 1,500 miles in an old banger in 4 days! Take on London to Bucharest, camping across Europe,
and help us end human trafficking.
1. ITINERARY
Friday 1st
We arrive at the Eurotunnel Shuttle Folkestone terminal no later than 7.00am to catch the 7.50am
shuttle and reach Calais at 8.30am ready to start our adventure in earnest! We aim to cover 440
miles today arriving at our first campsite at Wurzburg, Germany at around 7.30pm leaving enough
time to pitch our tents and enjoy a beer before heads down for our first night under the stars!
Saturday 2nd
Today we make an early 7.00am start for what is the biggest push of the challenge – 520 miles to the
capital of Hungary, Budapest. This will be a stretch but as we leave the autobahns behind us it will
take in some amazing sights and scenery – The Long Way Round, Ewan McGregor style!! We will
arrive at the campsite around 9.30pm but will have completed 961 of the 1481 miles (or almost
2/3rds of the journey) which will be worth celebrating!
Sunday 3rd
A lie-in this morning with a slightly later start time of 8.00am! Then we’re off on the penultimate leg
350 miles to Sibiu in Romania. The roads here will not be quite up to autobahn standard but possibly
still better that the UK! Be prepared to negotiate your way past horse-drawn vehicles provided that
your car has enough horse power left of its own! Some amazing sights in store for us as we make our
way towards our final destination. We aim to arrive just after 6.00pm for our last night under canvas
at a campsite at Carta just outside Sibiu.
Monday 4th
Our last day on the road, with Bucharest our final destination, only 170 miles away. We should arrive
in Romania’s capital just after lunch around 2.00pm. This will give us enough time to check into our
hotel (a decent 4 star with proper beds and showers!), arrange a sale of the cars (for those not
planning on driving back – we will provide advice in this respect) and a scrub up before our evening
dinner. This will be a great time for us to celebrate our achievement of completing the challenge and
raising a lot of money to help end human trafficking. No doubt there will be lots of stories to share
and it’s guaranteed to be a great evening!!
We have factored in 1½ hours break time for each day which allows for a 45 minute stop for lunch
and 2 other stops for fuel, food and comfort breaks.

The exact route and some of the campsites are subject to review and we may make changes to these
if we feel this is in the best interest. Once you have signed up for the Challenge we will keep you
updated with any changes. View the route in more detail on Google Maps.
Tuesday 5th
Flight home from Bucharest’s Otopeni airport or stay over as preferred. Flight times TBA.

2. CHALLENGE DETAILS
We aim to keep things as simple as possible to allow you to spend your time sorting out your car
and sponsors, leaving us to sort out all the other details.
What you need to do:
 Sign up and pay the registration fee of £199 (£99 by 27th February 2015, balance by 17th March).
 Find a car (pre-1995 registered and under 1200cc) and ensure it is legal (MOT’d, taxed and
insured).
 ‘Hire’ a co-driver.
 Raise the sponsorship of £2,500.
 Raid the loft for (or borrow) a tent and sleeping bag.
 Travel light - most people will leave (sell) the cars in Romania and fly home.
 Pay for your meals and fuel en-route.
What we will do:
 Book and pay for the Shuttle crossing, all campsites, hotel and meal for final night in Bucharest
and the flight home to the UK.
 Setup a JustGiving online fundraising page for you and your sponsors to use.
 Provide a detailed route and information pack for every participant.
 Plan stop points, refuelling points etc.
 Appoint a team leader for every 5-10 cars to oversee and coordinate that group during the
challenge to ensure everyone’s safe progress during the journey and deal with any issues
 Appoint an overall challenge coordinator.
 Provide advice on driving through the different countries in Europe (lights, speed limits, etc).
 Provide mechanical help in event of breakdown (no experience required!).
 If you wish to stop over an extra night or two this can be arranged – we will still pay for the flight
home but you will need to cover any accommodation costs separately.
General
To reserve your place on this once in a lifetime
bobchallenge@hopeforjustice.org and we will take it from there.
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Remember: Rule Number 1 - this is categorically NOT a race across Europe.
It’s a steady drive by like-minded people, and there will be no advantage in arriving first.
Managing to coax your chosen wreck to the finish point, knowing that you have brought
freedom and hope to many people will be the reward and in itself will earn you champion status!

